The Validity of Construct Analysis on Assessment Instrument of Basketball Skill for Senior High School in Yogyakarta City
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Abstract This research is quantitative research which aims to know the quality of instrument proved by the validity of construct. The empirical validity of research instrument is tested to senior high school students both public and private school in Special Region of Yogyakarta which hold the basketball competition among senior high school. The result of tested then is analyzed by using exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). The EFA analysis uses software support of SPSS 23.0 and CFA analysis uses software LISREL 8.8. The result of analysis by EFA shows that the grouping data into two big groups such as skill execution and decision making. The result analysis of EFA also shows that the value of KMO is about 0.747 > 0.50. The value of Bartlett’s test and Chi-square is about 318.020 and the significance is on 0.000, therefore the analysis tested factor can be continued. The result of assessment calculation of basketball skill by using first order CFA shows that the value of p-value=0.16220 (>0.05), RMSEA = 0.042 (>0.08) and chi-square =11.76 > 0.05 which means that the model is appropriate with the data, the analysis of model structural equation, and decision making effect the ability of playing basketball. The amount of contribution of decision making toward the ability of playing basketball is about 26 percent, while the contribution is about 74 percent influenced by another variable.
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1. Background of Study

According to FIBA in Official Basketball Rules 2012 basketball game defined as follow, basketball game is played by two teams which is each team consists of five players. The aim of this game is by putting the ball into the rival team’s basket and trying to prevent the rival team to put the ball into the basket. The game is controlled by referee, desk clerk, and match overseer. The basket attacked is called rival’s basket and the basket guarded is called team’s basket. The team obtained bigger score is the team winning the game. Basketball game is included in invasion game such as football, handball, and hockey which cooperates among the players in one team to reach the goal of getting the score and preventing the rival team getting the score [1].

The basic skill of basketball player according to Morrow et. al [2] consists of shooting, dribble, passing the ball and jumping. The next progress, proposed by Memmert and Harvey [3], it depends on the game and the category, teachers, coaches or researcher can choose one of or
several components of Game Performance Assessment Instrument (GPAI) to evaluate the someone’s performance in playing basketball. Two advantages are by using Game Performance Assessment Instrument (GPAI) to evaluate someone’s ability in sport, such as (a) Game Performance Assessment Instrument (GPAI) is easily adapted for various kind of sport, physical activity, and (b) GPAI has the ability to measure the skill in processing the ball, but also the skill without mastering the ball (measuring the offensive or defense) [1]. For example, in invasion (including playing basketball), a teacher, coach, or researcher only chooses assessing the component in attacking, skill execution and decision making, or assessing the component in defending, guard or support.

In this research GPAI developed for assessing the ability of the player in playing basketball after doing practice of basketball. More specific for coaching in basketball sport. Game Performance Assessment Instrument (GPAI) is also developed but only taking the component of skill execution and decision making.

Skill execution is player’s ability to show the performance which efficient from one skill chosen. In basketball game, there are only three basic skills in playing, such as shooting, passing and dribbling. Appropriate with the definition above, skill execution for on-the-ball in playing basketball is an efficient performance in doing the skill in shooting, passing and dribbling. According to Gutierrez et. al [4] and Memmert and Harvey [3], skill execution got value 1 if it is successful or effective and value 0 if it isn’t successful or ineffective.

Decision making is player’s ability in making choice of the right skill appropriate with the situation when the player mastering the ball. Assessing the decision making is also done by two ways: decision making which is appropriate or right getting value 1 and decision making which is not appropriate or incorrect getting value 0.

On the principle of assessing by using GPAI is an assessment which is called authentic assessment. Authentic assessment is defined as the assessment of performance based [5]. Authentic assessment has the equivalent of other names such as alternative assessment, performance assessment and direct assessment.

Authentic assessment is direct assessment and using direct size, when doing this assessment, there are many activities which are clearer if they are assessed directly. In this research, the activity of playing basketball needs direct assessment to be able to assess the skill of playing basketball. Authentic assessment is an assessment which asked students to perform the task in real situation by demonstrating the skill applying and meaningful knowledge. The performance needed to be present effectively and creatively. Authentic assessment usually involves a task to be performed and the criteria of assessment or rubric which will be used to assess the performance.

Measuring can be defined as a process collecting information by the rule of giving number or value on the object or certain event by systematic ways. The process of measurement including two things such as determining what will be measured and choosing the instrument to measure what will be measured. The common instrument used by teacher of sport education is various kinds of sport skill test and the test of physical freshness. There are three important elements related with the measuring such as object measured, instrument, unit of measure used by the object which will be measured usually related to the physical condition or someone’s psychologist. The instrument used is categorized into two categories such as standard and not standard instrument. Unit of measure of each object is different one to another, though there is a possibility that object measured is the same object, but using different instrument. To measure physical object, the unit of measuring used like the lengthy stated by meter units. For non-physical object such as attitude, perception, motivation and etc., needs the unit of measure made by the researcher that can state quantitative measurement.

In order to make measurement done optimally, it should use the unit of measure which can be able to obtain the accurate information, properly, and relevant. Therefore the instrument used should fulfill the standard instrument required. Related to the statement of Ngatman [6], that the process evaluation in physical education can run well, all the instruments used should have good characteristics. Miller [7] states that a sport skill should fulfill some requirements such as it should be valid, reliable, objective, economist, interesting and proven can be implemented.

Mardapi [8] defines the validity as the size of how careful a test does its measuring function. American Educational Research Association (AERA), American Psychological Association (APA), National Council on Measurement in Education (NCME) define a validity as, how far the prove and the theory supported the specific interpretation from test required by the using proposed. The test validity refers to the level of truth in score test interpretation. This interpretation based on the aims of test using [9]. The validity is how far the accumulation of certain interpretation proof and supported theory from score test by the use and validity refers to the level of truth of score test interpretation on its use.

Saifuddin [10] divides the type of validity from the way of estimation adjusted with the character and function every test to be three categories such as content validity, construct validity, criterion related validity.

Construct validity is a type of validity which shows how far the test revealed a trait or theoretic construct which is measured [11]. According to Mardapi [12] the validity of content is observed from the grid of test such as matrix showing the material test as well the level of thinking involved in doing the test. This validity is analyzed before the test used. Construct validity is obtained from the result of analyzing factor including the number of factors measured of a test. The proof of validity construct is
obtained from the result of test using, such as empirical data. The opinion is confirmed by Saifuddin [10], the result of estimation construct is not stated in the form of validity coefficient. Examining the construct validity can also be a technique of statistics analyzing. In its analyzing done by examining the relationship between the items and the factors, so it is called factor analysis. Instrument can be valid if the items are really revealed and applicable as the factor of indicator which can be measured. By construct validity, the researcher sets the construct or concept which will be measured then set the indicators which will be developed next to be items of questions.

Some of studies about the skill in psychomotor assess the technique of playing basketball have been done [13]. Most of them develop the test skill in sport skill test. There is no research yet about skill in playing basketball which assesses about psychomotor skill, affective and cognitive at ones. The test the ability of playing basketball developed in abroad is the test of basketball created by Hopkins, Shicks, & Plack [14]. In Indonesia, there are some studies related to the developing the test of playing basketball skill. The study from Budi Aryanto adaption of skill test of AAHPERD 1984 (1996).

Though there have been studies about skill test of playing basketball for elementary, junior and high school level, but until now days, the data of skill level of playing basketball from each level of school have never been published. Until now, there have been not data of how far the skill level of playing basketball of senior high school students in Indonesia. If there is a study revealed about the skill level, the data taken in this research have purposive character and cannot be generalized. The main key of prestige improvement in the context of basketball coaching is observation of player’s skill, and it can be done by doing the match analysis and testing skill. Based on the description delivered, this research focused on the construct validity of assessment instrument of basketball skill. Construct validity is expected to be able to prove the result of measuring obtained through items of test is high correlation with theoretical construct which underlies instrument drafting.

2. Methodology

This research is basically quantitative research which aims to know the quality of instrument proven through the construct validity. Empirical validity of research instrument planned tested to the senior high school students both public and private school in Special Region of Yogyakarta which hold basketball competition among senior high school. The result of tested then is analyzed by using exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory factor analysis. The analysis of EFA uses software supported of SPSS 23.0 and CFA uses software LISREL 8.8.

This tested is done by assessing the ability of the player when they are playing basketball in the competition of DBL 2019 region, Special Region of Yogyakarta. The assessment includes skill execution and decision making. The number of respondents is 250 players. The players playing in personal identity data then during playing they are assessed with two instruments above.

Construct validity gives the proof that the result of measurement is really can be interpreted related to the definition, or the instrument really reveals the skill measured. Instrument validity is based on the empirical data analyzed using confirmatory factor analysis [15]. Construct validity is proven by using loading factor data obtained from CTA. An observation variable is stated to be valid if measuring the variable is latent if the number of factor load is bigger than 0.3. In this research the construct validity is tested by using first order of CFA with software LISREL 8.8 supported.

First order CFA equation can be formed:

$$\chi_p = \lambda_p \xi + \delta_p$$

Where $\chi_1, \chi_2, ..., \chi_p$ is the indicator from common factor. $\lambda_1, \lambda_2, ..., \lambda_p$ is loading factor, $\delta_1, \delta_2, ..., \delta_p$ is unique factor for each error equation. The relation between first order CFA and second order CFA, is formed as equation below:

$$\eta = B_1 \xi + G \xi + \epsilon$$

$$X = \Lambda \eta + \epsilon$$

Where $B$ is coefficient loading, $G$ and $\Lambda$ are loading factors first order and second order, $\xi$ random vector of latent variable, $\epsilon$ is residual (Brown, 2006: 321).

3. Result and Discussion

3.1. Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)

Factor analysis is used in this tested of this small-scale use exploratory factor analysis. The principle of exploratory factor analysis is grouping the data based on the intercorrelation among the items. The result obtained from the analysis is statistical analysis which is rotated component matrix. Extraction analysis to explore the number of dimensions is wanted by instrument developed. The table on the rotated component matrix shows that the distribution of the test is on the variable on the number of factors existed. While, the number found in the table is factor loading or the number of intercorrelation among the variable of test with the factor existing.

Based on the result from exploratory factor analysis, it is then interpreted to set whether an item is abort or not. The criteria used are based on the opinion expressed by Safrit and Wood [16], if an item has factor loading under 0.30, so the item is abort. Factor analysis in this research is done by using computer program supporting SPSS 23.0 version.

Assumption underlying whether factor analysis can be used or not is matrix data should have sufficient correlation.
The test of Bartlett of Sphericity is statistical tested to determine the number of correlations among variable which can be tested. Another test instrument used to measure the level of intercorrelation among variable and whether analysis factor can be done or not is Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO MSA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. KMO test &amp; Bartlett</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. Chi-Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value of KMO MSA should be bigger than 0.50 to be able to do factor analysis. The result display of output SPSS shows the value of KMO is about 0.713, therefore it can be done factor analysis. The value of Bartlett test with Chi-square is about 185.677 and the significance is 0.000, so it can be concluded that the test of factor analysis can be continued.

Based on the data analyzing done with computer supported from sixth variables analyzed found that the result of computer extraction is divided into two factors based on the value of eigen value >1, factor 1 with the eigen value 3.321, factor 2 with eigen value 1.584. Factor 1 is able to explain the variation which is about 55.356 percent. Factor 2 is able to explain the variation which is about 26.393 percent, both of factors are able to explain the variation which about 81.749 percent.

By looking at the component matrix and varimax rotated component matrix, it is clear that grouping in the factor 1 is shooting skill execution, passing skill execution, and dribble skill execution which all the loading factor is about 0.866. while grouping in the factor 2 is shooting decision making, passing decision making and dribble decision making which each loading factor is about 0.831.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Eigen Value of EFA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tested with big scale skill assessment of playing basketball is done toward the basketball male player of senior high school in Special Region of Yogyakarta. This tested done by assessing the player’s skill when they are playing basketball in the competition of DBL 2019 region, Special Region of Yogyakarta. The assessment includes skill execution and decision making. The number of respondents is 250 players. The player playing in personal identity data then during playing, they are assessed with two instruments above.

Analysis in developing the instrument aims to know the validity and reliability of instrument. Data analyzing is to know the construct validity instrument is done by confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using LISREL 8.8 supported.

Criteria used to set the validity of instrument for CFA tested are by looking at the number of loading factor has by each item of instrument. The number of loading factor can be known when doing CFA. The provision used for validity boundary is 0.3. to know the reliability of instrument, criteria used to set the reliability of instrument is by looking at the number of construct reliability (CR) ≥ 0.7.
3.2. Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)

Big scale assessment tested of playing basketball skill is done toward the male player of basketball of senior high school in Special Region of Yogyakarta. This tested done by assessing the ability of the player when they are playing basketball in the competition of DBL 2019 region, Special Region of Yogyakarta. The assessment including skill execution and decision making. The number of respondents is 250 players. The player playing in personal identity data then during playing they are assessed with two instruments above.

Analysis in developing the instrument aims to know the validity and reliability of instrument. Data analyzing is to know the construct validity instrument done by confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using LISREL 8.8 supported.

Criteria used to set the validity of instrument for CFA tested are by looking at the number of loading factor has by each item of instrument. The number of loading factor can be known when doing CFA. The provision used for validity boundary is 0.3. to know the reliability of instrument, criteria used to set the reliability of instrument are by looking at the number of construct reliability (CR) ≥ 0.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>t-Val</th>
<th>CR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skill Execution</td>
<td>SE Shooting</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>16.29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE Passing</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>17.22</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SE Dribbling</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Making</td>
<td>DM Shooting</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>12.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DM Passing</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>13.31</td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DM Dribbling</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>10.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis result of first order CFA on the table 4 above shoe that all of items instrument on the factor of skill execution and decision making have loading factor bigger than 0.30, therefore all of the instrument items are valid. Besides, skill execution and decision-making construct reliability ≥ 0.7, therefore it can be stated that the instrument is reliable.

![Path Diagram Standard Solution First Order CFA Skill Execution and Decision-Making big scale tested](image)
4. Conclusions

Construct assessment of playing basketball skill consists of assessment toward skill execution and decision making. In skill execution and decision making, there are three basic components of playing basketball assessed such as shooting, passing and dribbling. This case proven by EFA and CFA first order tested. The analysis result with EFA shows that grouping the data into two big groups such as skill execution and decision making. The analysis result with EFA also shows that the value of KMO about 0.747 is bigger than 0.50. the Bartlett’s test with Chi-square is about 318.020 and the significance in 0.000. therefore, the test of factor analysis can be continued. The calculation result assessment of the skill playing basketball by using first order CFA shows  that the value of p -value = 0.16220 (bigger than 0.05), RMSEA = 0.042 (smaller than 0.08) and Chi-square= 11.76 is bigger than 0.05 which means that the model is convenient with the data. The component giving the biggest contribution toward skill execution variable is passing component which is about 91 percent while the component giving the smallest contribution is dribbling component which is about 74 percent. The component giving the biggest contribution to the variable of decision making is passing component which is about 81 percent while the component giving the smallest contribution is dribbling component which is about 67 percent. Based on analysis of structural equation model, skill execution effects the skill of playing basketball. The number contribution of skill execution toward the skill of playing basketball is about 21 percent. While the contribution which is about 79 percent is influenced by another variable.

Based on the analysis of structural equation model, decision making influence the skill of playing basketball. The number of contributions of decision making toward the skill of playing basketball is about 26 percent, while the contribution which is about 74 percent is influenced by another variable.
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